Over-imitation is better explained by norm learning than by distorted causal learning
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1. INTRODUCTION

In over-imitation, children copy even elements of a goal-directed action sequence that appear unnecessary for achieving the goal. We demonstrate in 4-year olds that the unnecessary action is specifically associated with the goal, not generally associated with the apparatus. The unnecessary action is performed flexibly: 4-year olds usually omit it if it has already been performed by an adult. Most 5-year olds do not verbally report the unnecessary action as necessary when achieving the goal, although most of them report an equivalent but necessary action as necessary. Most 5-year olds explain the necessary action in functional terms, but are unsure as to the function of the unnecessary action. These verbal measures do not support the hypothesis that children over-imitate primarily because they encode unnecessary actions as causing the goal even in causally transparent systems. In a causally transparent system, explanations for over-imitation fitting the results are that children are ignorant of the unnecessary action's purpose, and that they learn a prescriptive norm that it should be carried out. In causally opaque systems, however, for children and for adults, any action performed before achieving the goal is likely to be inferred as causally necessary—this is not over-imitation, but ordinary causal learning.
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Alternatively, it has been argued that children may imitate the unnecessary action because they interpret it as intentional and therefore purposeful, although they may not know what the purpose is (the unspecified purpose hypothesis [3,15,18,23]). Children do interpret situations accompanied by ostentatious social cues, as the staged demonstrations in imitation experiments frequently are, as opportunities to learn important information, not just to share experiences [22,24,25].

Recently Lyons et al. [17] have argued in favour of a new hypothesis, in which they specify that what children learn in such contexts is that the unnecessary action is in fact causally necessary to achieve the goal. They refer to this as a ‘distortion in children’s causal beliefs’, so we refer to this hypothesis as the distorted causal belief hypothesis. To understand its implications, one must first consider the normal mechanisms of causal understanding in physical systems. Cause can be understood on the basis of prior knowledge of mechanics (e.g. how force is transferred through physical contact), but when such understanding is impossible because a system is mechanically opaque, causal relations between events can be learned on the basis of their co-occurrence [26–30]. The distorted causal belief hypothesis specifies that, rather than mechanistic understanding taking precedence over co-occurrence as normally occurs, co-occurrence overrides the mechanistic understanding which would have been available to the children, had they not been misled by the demonstration.

It can be argued, however, that certain of the assumptions that led Lyons et al. [17] to decide in favour of the distorted causal belief hypothesis may be flawed. First, they argue that because children carry out an unnecessary action in the absence of any social partner (see also [3]) and under time pressure to achieve the goal, then children believe the action is causally necessary for the goal. This...
assumption overlooks the possibility that children believe the action may be important but for a non-social reason secondary to the primary goal. Precautionary measures are one type of action which should not be omitted in the course of achieving a goal, even under time pressure, but which do not cause the goal. A belief that the action may cause something important related to the goal, although not necessarily the goal itself, could also account for the observation that the unnecessary action is performed less frequently when it is performed on an apparatus physically disconnected from the goal apparatus [17].

Further, Lyons et al. [17] argue that because children could spontaneously open their apparatuses without demonstration and without performing unnecessary actions, then the apparatuses were causally transparent. This argument is not watertight—as the locations on the apparatuses where unnecessary actions were carried out were relatively far from the goals, this behaviour pattern could result from goal-directed exploratory manipulation without full causal understanding. Subjectively, the mechanisms of their apparatuses are somewhat complex. If a mechanical causal understanding was not available to the children, even without the distraction of a demonstrated unnecessary action, then replication of the unnecessary action is not over-imitation, but a normal result of co-occurrence-based causal learning.

We agree that a strong argument has been made that although shared experience is important, the shared experience hypothesis cannot fully explain over-imitation. Furthermore, we agree that the distorted causal belief hypothesis is plausible; it is known, for example, that salient perceptual effects can distort children's causal beliefs about mechanical systems that they would otherwise understand [31]. However, owing to the above concerns, among others (such as the fact that over-imitation increases with age even in a sample of 2-13-year-olds [15]), the case for the distorted causal belief hypothesis is not yet proved. The primary goal of this study is to further test this hypothesis against alternatives such as the unspecified purpose hypothesis.

In discussing these alternatives, we put forward a new hypothesis that over-imitation is related to the phenomenon of norms and their social acquisition by children [32]. This phenomenon is receiving growing attention from developmental psychologists (see [33] for a recent starting point), and is of clear relevance to the phenomenon of over-imitation, but has not yet been linked to it, to our knowledge. As we shall discuss, the hypothesis that over-imitation represents an example of norm acquisition neither excludes nor requires any of the other hypotheses mentioned, because individuals can acquire a behaviour as a norm with or without understanding of the behaviour's purpose.

We use a novel method to investigate the mechanism behind over-imitation—we ask over-imitating children to verbally justify their behaviour. There are three threats to the validity of this method. First, it is possible that the motivation for over-imitation is not a declarative belief and is therefore not available for verbal report. We therefore establish (in experiment 2 and in questions 1 and 2 of experiment 3) that this is not the case. Secondly, self-reported justifications of behaviour are often constructed post hoc [34]. We therefore do not ask children to justify behaviour they have already performed, instead ask them to justify their intended actions before they perform them. Thirdly, children's verbal responses may show systematic biases such as answer-switching [35] or a 'yes' bias [36]. We control this possibility by comparing children's justifications for the necessary and unnecessary actions, which are otherwise equivalent.

2. EXPERIMENT 1
(a) Introduction
Before testing children verbally, we begin with a preliminary experiment intended to test a basic assumption that has generally been made regarding over-imitation, but that has not to our knowledge been explicitly tested, although it is required by the distorted causal belief hypothesis. We examine whether children encode the unnecessary action as part of an action sequence specifically directed at the final goal (the specific goal hypothesis), or whether they associate the action more generally with the apparatus on which it is performed. Studies of the early development of children's goal-directed instrumental behaviour have asked the same question regarding necessary actions and the outcomes they do cause [37,38]. By showing that the tendency to perform an action depends on the current value of the outcome it is associated with, it can be demonstrated that the outcome, and not simply the stimulus of the apparatus, motivates the performance of the action [39].

We adopt this method in order to test the specific goal hypothesis for unnecessary actions. We demonstrate the retrieval from an apparatus of two different object types, pairing an unnecessary action with the retrieval of one of them only. We then specify that one object type is valued and ask the children to retrieve that type. The specific goal hypothesis predicts that children will be more likely to perform the unnecessary action in the context of retrieving the object with which it was paired than when retrieving the other object. The distorted causal belief hypothesis requires the specific goal hypothesis and therefore makes the same prediction. Because the unspecified purpose hypothesis does not specify the purpose of the unnecessary action it makes no prediction in this experiment.

(b) Methods
Included in the final sample were 32 4-year-olds (M = 51 months, s.d. = 1.2, 13 girls), recruited by mail to all children of the appropriate age in Uppsala, a medium-sized Swedish city. The same participants took part in experiments 1 and 2. To maintain orthogonality of counterbalanced variables, included participants were required to provide acceptable data in both experiments. Twelve additional children were tested but excluded from analysis owing to experimenter error (four children), refusal to participate (three), prematurely grabbing the stick from the experimenter in experiment 2 (two), and one each because of disturbance by a sibling, removal of the wrong object in experiment 2, and managing to retrieve an item without the stick in experiment 1.

The experiment took place in a room separated into two by a curtain, with the apparatus on one side and the child's parent seated on the other side. The apparatus was a transparent rectangular plastic box, divided
internally into a left and right side, each containing four small objects (electronic supplementary material, figure S1). White rectangles were retrieved from the left side by inserting a stick into a front hole and pulling them out, facilitated by velcro on the rectangles and on one end of the stick. Glass marbles were retrieved from the right side by inserting the stick into a small front hole and pushing them out through a larger hole behind them on the bottom. On the top of the apparatus, positioned centrally over the side divider, was a black dial which connected to a blue paddle inside, protruding into both sides through a hole in the divider. The paddle was at least 20 cm away from any of the small objects. The action unnecessary for object retrieval was making the paddle rotate by fitting the non-velcro tipped end of the stick onto a bolt on the dial and turning, causing the paddle to spin.

The procedure began by the experimenter demonstrating to the child how to retrieve the objects. He demonstrated twice for each object in an ABAB order, giving each object to the child and asking the child to take the object to the parent behind the curtain, who had been instructed to accept it without comment. Retrieval of one object type only was always preceded by the unnecessary action, with the object type and order counterbalanced.

After the four demonstrations, the experimenter and child returned to the parent, who had been cued to exclaim at this point that they liked one of the object types (counterbalanced) and that they wanted one more of those, not the other type. The experimenter and parent waited while the child went to retrieve an object. If the child retrieved more than one object, only the first retrieval is analysed. The unnecessary action was coded as performed if the child inserted the stick into the dial. Rotation was not required although note that of 30 unnecessary actions coded across experiments 1 and 2, 27 included clear rotation. In this study, all statistical tests are two-tailed and all confidence intervals (CI) given for effect sizes are 95 per cent.

(c) Results and discussion
Children always retrieved the requested object first. Each of the 16 participants who were requested to retrieve the object paired with the unnecessary action preceded retrieval with the unnecessary action, whereas only three of 16 asked to retrieve the other object did so (p < 0.001, Fisher’s exact test, relative risk = 5.3, CI 1.9 to 14.8).

This result confirms the specific goal hypothesis for over-imitation, in other words that the unnecessary action is associated specifically with the goal of the action sequence. This result is therefore consistent with the distorted causal belief hypothesis. This hypothesis is not proved, however, because it is possible that children might associate the action with the goal without necessarily believing that the action causes the goal.

3. EXPERIMENT 2
(a) Introduction
Having established in the previous experiment that there is indeed an association between the unnecessary action and the goal, this experiment sets out to begin to determine what form this association takes. To use children’s verbal reports of their causal beliefs in order to test the distorted causal belief hypothesis, as we later shall, it is required that children’s motivation for performing the unnecessary action is a declarative belief accessible to introspection. This is not yet established, however, because it is conceivable that the association demonstrated in experiment 1 took the form of an implicit procedural rule: turn the dial before retrieving the object. We now test these alternatives by asking the child to retrieve the object paired with the unnecessary action, but sometimes after the experimenter has already turned the dial. If children have a declarative belief that the dial should be turned before retrieving the object, we predict that they will be more likely to omit turning it themselves if the action has already been carried out. The hypothesis of a procedural rule that they should first turn the dial does not make this prediction and indeed may be subject to the opposite effect of an increase in dial turning because of local enhancement [40].

(b) Methods, results and discussion
Immediately after experiment 1, the experimenter explained to the child that they would retrieve another object together. It was always the object paired with the unnecessary action. For half the children (counterbalanced), the experimenter himself first turned the dial with the stick, then passed the stick to the child. For the other half, the experimenter passed the stick without turning.

Of the 16 children for whom the experimenter first performed the unnecessary action, none of the children did so themselves. Of the other 16, 13 performed the unnecessary action (p < 0.001, relative risk undefined). This is compatible with the hypothesis that children have a declarative belief that the dial should be turned before retrieving the object, a belief that can be flexibly used to determine appropriate behaviour. It is not compatible with the hypothesis that they learn an implicit rule that they should first turn the dial. There is, however, a third hypothesis which also fits the data. Children may have learnt an implicit rule specifying that the dial should be turned before object retrieval, without specifying that the same agent who retrieves the object should turn the dial. Because of this ambiguity, we return to this issue in experiment 3.

4. EXPERIMENT 3
(a) Introduction
In this experiment, we begin by further ruling out the possibility that a procedural process is responsible for over-imitation, by asking children to verbally describe the actions they will take before they perform them. We then compare children’s verbally reported beliefs about the causal status of necessary and unnecessary actions. We use new apparatuses, each of which has two actions which are directly comparable because each action is configurable as either necessary or unnecessary.

An important aspect of the procedure is that we question children before they act, meaning their answers are based entirely on understanding gained from observation of the demonstration, rather than interaction with the apparatus. This also ensures that children’s justifications of their planned actions are produced in the context of
their expressed belief that the actions should be performed, rather than in the context of the fact that they have performed the action. This keeps reasoning on a hypothetrical level, ruling out post hoc justifications for past behaviour.

In one question, we ask the children why they believe each action should be performed. The distorted causal belief hypothesis, but not the unspecified purpose hypothesis, predicts that justifications in terms of causality should occur frequently for both the necessary and unnecessary actions. In another question, we ask if the object can be retrieved without performing each action. The distorted causal belief hypothesis predicts that children should answer ‘no’ regarding each action, whereas the unspecified purpose hypothesis predicts that children should be more likely to answer ‘no’ regarding the necessary action.

The second purpose of this experiment is to test another hypothesis, that children may be more likely to encode the unnecessary action as causally effective when the true causal structure of the apparatus is less obvious. We argued earlier that some of Lyons et al. [17]. results might be explicable without the distorted causal belief hypothesis, if the baseline causal transparency of their apparatuses was lower than they assumed. We therefore compare two groups of children using two different apparatuses: one with extremely simple mechanical causality and one in which mechanical causality is more complex, although still transparent for adults at least.

(b) Methods
(i) Participants and materials
Included in the final sample were 46 5-year olds (M = 61 months, s.d. = 1.5, 16 girls), recruited as before, allocated randomly to the simple and complex apparatus groups. Children were older than those previously tested to improve the quality of verbal responses. Nineteen additional children were tested but were excluded from analysis owing to refusal to participate (seven children), experimenter error (six), non-compliance of the parent (four) and inability to retrieve a marble (two).

As before, the parent sat on one side of the curtain and the apparatus was on the other side, but this time inside a cupboard with a transparent door. Two new apparatuses, one simple and one complex, both consisted as before of a transparent plastic rectangular box (electronic supplementary material, figures S2 and S3). One apparatus only was used with each child (simple or complex groups). Marbles could be obtained, with an appropriate action, from the left side or the right side, but were only present on one side (counterbalanced) for each test subject. The unnecessary action consisted of acting on the side with no marbles, performing the action which would have retrieved marbles had they been present.

The simple apparatus box contained nothing except six flattened glass marbles. On the front left was a small blue hole and on the front right was a smaller red hole. The marbles were positioned behind either the left or right hole. They could be retrieved by inserting a stick into the appropriate hole and pushing them out of a hole in the bottom panel behind them. The unnecessary action was therefore inserting the stick into the hole behind which there were no marbles.

The complex apparatus box contained two independent mechanical mechanisms, separated by 20 cm, both of which could dispense marbles when manipulated. Each mechanism consisted of a wooden block with a hole for a marble, connected by a rod to a handle outside the box. Moving the handle caused the block to move, which caused it to carry a marble from a magazine to a hole in the box’s bottom plate, out of which it dropped. On the left the mechanism was blue with a handle protruding from the box’s top that was rotated; on the right the mechanism was red with a handle protruding from the box’s front that was moved back and forth. The six-marble magazine was positioned with either the left or right mechanism. The unnecessary action was therefore manipulating the handle attached to the mechanism with no marbles.

(ii) Procedure
The procedure began with the experimenter demonstrating three times the retrieval of a marble, always preceding the necessary action with the unnecessary one. She then closed the cupboard door to prevent apparatus access while maintaining view and explained that before it was the child’s turn, they would explain to their parent how they would retrieve a marble. Leaving the child alone in front of the apparatus, she went to the parent and prompted them by pointing at a list to ask the following questions, with questions 2, 3 and 4 repeated afterwards for the second action (order counterbalanced, see electronic supplementary material for untranslated Swedish):

1. ‘What will you do to get out a marble?’
2. ‘Will you (perform the unnecessary/necessary action)?’ (Skipped if the child had already stated that they would.)
3. ‘Why will you (perform the unnecessary/necessary action)?’ (Skipped if the child had stated that they would not.)
4. ‘Can’t one get out a marble without (performing the unnecessary/necessary action)?’

The simple action was described: ‘put the stick in the red/blue hole’; the complex action ‘use the red/blue handle’. Questions were repeated once if the child answered ‘don’t know’, did not answer or answered incomprehensibly. After the questions, the experimenter came back to the child, opened the cupboard and asked the child to take out a marble, returning to the parent before the child did so.

Question 1 answers were coded as containing or not containing a description of each action. Questions 2 and 4 answers were coded on a five-point scale: no (1), uncertain (3), yes (5), with unclear answers coded as missing. Question 3 answers were coded on a six-point ordinal scale of belief that the action caused marble retrieval (figure 1). To determine inter-observer reliability, a second individual blind to the necessary and unnecessary actions coded 20 randomly selected participants (10 for each apparatus): Cohen’s kappa was 1.0 for question 1, and linear weighted kappas for questions 2, 3, and 4 were 0.97, 0.97, and 0.87, respectively.

(c) Results
Five simple group children and one complex group child did not perform the unnecessary action and are therefore not included in the subsequent analysis of reasons for
of the 40 children, 33 spontaneously said that they would perform the necessary action (question 1), and the remaining seven all said they would when specifically asked (scoring 5 on question 2). Similarly, 30 stated spontaneously that they would perform the unnecessary action, with seven of the remaining scoring 5 on question 2.

Justifications for intending to perform the necessary action (question 3) were more likely to include claims that it caused marble retrieval than were justifications for intending to perform the unnecessary action (figure 1). This effect was very strong in the simple group but weaker in the complex group. To confirm these observations statistically, a difference score \( s \) was calculated for each individual as the answer score for the necessary action minus the answer score for the unnecessary action. For all children, mean \( s \) (1.6, s.d. = 2.0) is greater than zero (signed-rank Wilcoxon’s \( W = 446, p < 0.001, d = 0.80, CI 0.16 to 1.43 \)). Comparing the groups, mean \( s_{\text{sample}} \) (2.4, s.d. = 1.8) is greater than mean \( s_{\text{complex}} \) (0.8, s.d. = 1.9) (rank sum Wilcoxon’s \( W = 318, p = 0.022, d = 0.86, CI −0.03 to 1.70 \)). The difference in justifications is significant within the simple group (mean \( s_{\text{sample}} \) is significantly greater than zero, signed-rank Wilcoxon’s \( W = 134, p = 0.001, d = 1.32, CI 0.49 to 2.14 \)), but not quite so within the complex group (mean \( s_{\text{complex}} \) is not significantly greater than zero, signed-rank Wilcoxon’s \( W = 93, p = 0.065, d = 0.44, CI −0.40 to 1.29 \)).

Whereas over-three-quarters of children answered that the marble could not be obtained without performing the necessary action (question 4), less than half answered that it could not be obtained without performing the unnecessary action (figure 2). Answers were significantly closer to ‘no’ for the necessary action than for the unnecessary action (signed-rank Wilcoxon’s \( W = 1, p < 0.001, d = 0.76, CI 0.27 to 1.24 \)). Answers for the unnecessary action did not differ significantly between the simple and complex groups (rank sum Wilcoxon’s \( W = 126.5, p = 0.379, d = 0.34, CI −0.47 to 0.96 \)). The analyses and figure exclude the answers of four children who had obviously misunderstood the question, but including these children did not alter the results.

5. GENERAL DISCUSSION

In a series of experiments, we first demonstrated that over-imitating 4-year olds associated an unnecessary action with a specific goal, and that the form of this association was a flexible declarative belief that the unnecessary action should be performed in the context of the specific goal. The observation of a flexible declarative belief enabled the final method, which was to ask 5-year olds to explain why they believed that the unnecessary action should be performed in the context of the goal.

The first important question was ‘Why will you (perform the unnecessary/necessary action)?’ The majority of all children clearly stated that the unnecessary action caused marble retrieval. Regarding the unnecessary action, however, the majority in the simple apparatus group stated either that they were unsure why it should be performed, or stated that they would not perform the action, or stated that it did not retrieve a marble. Only 10 per cent of these children reported a belief that the unnecessary action caused marble retrieval. The distorted causal belief hypothesis cannot be straightforwardly reconciled with these data. This is, however, the exact pattern predicted by the unspecified purpose hypothesis.

When children in the complex apparatus group were asked the same question regarding the unnecessary action, physical description of action or effect given, physical description of action or effect given, marble retrieval not mentioned, empty justification (e.g. ‘because I have to’), will not perform action, action ineffective for marble retrieval, causes marble retrieval, causes marble retrieval or enables subsequent retrieval.
The natural interpretation of this result is that with a more complex device, children are less able to perceive the unnecessary action, with complexity increasing the proportion of children forming a belief that the unnecessary action caused marble retrieval. This is because implicit in the definition of the phenomenon of over-imitation is the assumption that the unnecessary nature of the action would be clear to the observing child, were it not for the misleading demonstration [15,17]. Because we have not assessed baseline causal understanding, however, we cannot rule out that the minority of children reporting belief that the unnecessary action caused marble retrieval might have had an accurate baseline causal understanding which was distorted by demonstration. A weak version of the distorted causal belief hypothesis, in which causal distortion can occur when the mechanical system is on the threshold of the child’s ability to understand, is therefore consistent with, though not necessary to explain, the behaviour of a minority of children in this study.

It is worth noting that, to our knowledge, all studies of over-imitation have involved apparatuses that were more complex than our simple apparatus. Unlike previous devices, it has no moving parts except the marbles to be retrieved and the stick that is used. This experiment therefore reinforces the robustness of the over-imitation effect even in a system so simple that it is highly unlikely that the participants did not understand it fully on a mechanical level.

An objection to our method is that there might be a dissociation between 5-year-olds’ causal understanding and their verbally reported beliefs. Except for lying, which we discount, this would only be possible if there is a level of causal understanding inaccessible to and contradictory to declarative thought. Although there are many automatic processes inaccessible to declarative thought [41], in the realm of adult causal learning there is no evidence for understanding that is not available to declarative thought, and some evidence that there is no such separation [42,43]. By the age of five, children display advanced causal reasoning abilities qualitatively similar to those of adults [44]. It cannot, however, be ruled out that an unconscious encoding of the causal effectiveness of the unnecessary action was unconsciously processed to produce a declarative belief that the action should be performed, without producing an accompanying justification. We note simply that there is no need to postulate such an unprecedented mechanism to explain available data.

In response to the second important question: ‘Can one get out a marble without (performing the unnecessary/necessary action)?’, the vast majority of children answered ‘no’ with respect to the necessary action, but a majority were uncertain or answered ‘yes’ with respect to the unnecessary action. Again, this result is inconsistent with the distorted causal belief hypothesis but consistent with the unspecified purpose hypothesis. The fact that a substantial minority answered ‘no’ with respect to the unnecessary action requires attention, however. This particular result is consistent with the interpretation that causal belief distortion has occurred in a minority of children. We offer, however, an alternative explanation. Although the Swedish original is much less ambiguous than our English translation, it is possible that a minority of children misunderstood the question as asking about permissibility rather than possibility.

This links to our final discussion point. Our data demonstrates that the distorted causal belief hypothesis is unlikely, which leaves unanswered the question of why children copy an action without a clear purpose. The unspecified purpose hypothesis can answer this: children may copy because they believe that the action has a purpose of which they are unaware. We propose, however, that the type of learning we have demonstrated here also closely fits a further hypothesis: children learn a prescriptive norm [32,45] that the unnecessary action should be performed in the context of retrieving a marble.

From 2 to 3 years of age children are capable of rapidly acquiring arbitrary norms [33,46] and reasoning deontically, i.e. regarding the permissibility or obligatoriness of actions [45,47,48]. It has even been suggested that deontic reasoning is an inherited cognitive specialization [49]. The fact that prescriptive norms play a crucial role in young children’s everyday behaviour was vividly illustrated by an observational study of pre-schoolers, in which the majority of speech describing peers’ behaviour concerned norm violations [50]. Importantly for the
current study, children also rapidly acquire arbitrary norms about appropriate uses for novel artefacts, protesting when these norms are violated [51].

This behavioural norm hypothesis is agnostic as to children's beliefs about the purpose of the action. It therefore neither excludes nor requires any of the other hypotheses considered here. Children acquiring an action as a norm may have no specific belief as to the action's purpose. For individuals to adopt norms it is sufficient that they observe that the action is normative—the detection of norms creates an intrinsic motivation to follow them, a motivation of which the norm follower may not even be aware [32,52]. In fact, the level of fidelity with which young children imitate has been shown to be reduced when they understand the purpose of an action, because this enables comprehension of exactly which action details are necessary or optional for the purpose [23]. Although the function of norm adherence is often discussed in terms of how conventions facilitate social interaction, some norms, such as precautionary ones [53], have instrumental rather than social functions. A further function of norm adherence might be to provide an intrinsic motivation to perform behaviour with an instrumental purpose, without needing to understand the purpose.

In summary, in this study children over-imitated (on the simplest apparatus yet tested) because they acquired a flexible declarative belief that an action causally unnecessary for achieving a goal should anyway be performed while achieving that goal. Children's verbal justifications for this belief were not consistent with the distorted causal belief hypothesis, according to which children believe that an unnecessary action causes the goal. Instead, most children indicated through verbal responses that they were unsure why the action should be carried out. The distorted causal belief hypothesis fits the data well only if one makes unnecessary and unsupported assumptions about the nature of children's causal belief. In contrast, the data are very consistent with the unspecified purpose hypothesis, and in general over-imitation harmonizes parsimoniously with existing data and theory regarding children's norm acquisition. Either or both of the unspecified purpose hypothesis and norm-acquisition hypothesis are likely to be true. Future studies in the areas of over-imitation and norm acquisition will benefit from a synthesis of their empirical and theoretical frameworks.
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ENDNOTE

1 Swedish differs from modern spoken English in that the word for can in this context: kan, is less interchangeable with the word for may: för. To an adult at least, the original untranslated question is therefore clearly asking about physical possibility, not permissibility. It is not unknown, however, for kan to be used by children in contexts of permissibility.
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